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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new automatic processing system: “Contents Factory” for the mass production of contents. Through the contents factory, we provide an authoring environment to improve the usability and the efficiency in producing contents. The contents factory integrates recycling techniques for contents resources, contents development engines, authoring tools, and interfaces into a total processing system. Since it is multi-platform based including mobile devices as well as PCs, one can easily produce complete PC and mobile contents from raw resources. We produced an example, “Sejong square” via the contents factory in order to demonstrate its effectiveness and usability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

3D Contents such as computer games and animations have rapidly evolved from simple graphics. In the past, 3D contents were created by game developers and animation producers in consultation with specialists. Recently, individual developers and producers have been interested in contents production for their own purposes. Thus, more convenient contents development environments are required for them. In particular, as 3D contents for smart phones such as Apple iPhone and Android OS based products have recently become more popular, 3D contents developers have become more competitive in creating higher quality contents products. There are few researches to provide convenient development environments for contents producers, even though some researches [1-4] have been conducted to provide development environments for simple 3D presentations.

An autonomous contents manufacturing system has been developed in order to improve the efficiency of contents production in this study. Many resources for 3D graphic rendering are provided within this system to avoid redundant production of contents resources such as 3D characters, objects, motions and so on. This contents-authoring environment with the system is called Contents Factory.
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2. RELATED WORKS

Havok is physics engine software developed by Havok.com [5]. The version 1.0 of Havok was presented in the Game Developers Conference 2000 (GDC 2000). Recently, version 7.1 was published. The engine supports almost all platforms (MS Windows, XBOX, Nintendo Wii, Sony Playstation, MAC OSX, and Linux). PhyX is a real-time physics engine SDK developed by Ageia, NVIDIA [6]. This SDK supports Geforce GPU acceleration functions using CUDA. The SDK is open to MS windows and Linux developers. Unreal Engine 3 is the third generation of 3D game engines, developed by Epic, USA [7]. Recently, Unreal Engine 3 for iPhone was presented at GDC 2010.

The paper [8] presented an improved corner finding algorithm for sketch-based interfaces. The algorithm efficiently removes incorrectly-detected corners. Thorne et al. [9] proposed a novel system for sketching the motion of a simple human character. This sketch system supports 18 different types of motions.

The most well-known algorithms to implement soft shadows are the Heckbert and Herf algorithm, the Haines algorithm, and the Gooch algorithm. Heckbert and Herf [10] created soft shadows using multiple light sources. Haines [11] created soft shadows using an object’s silhouette edges, which were not accurate but realistic. Gooch [12] proposed a method that was especially suited for technical illustration. The same shadow mask was projected multiple times and translated to create soft shadows.

The cartoon rendering for 3D objects was proposed in [13] for the first time. Decaudin got a cartoon effect using shading which divides a dot product value between the light vector and normal vector into several steps. [14] suggested the method that extracts edges from 3D object using GPU. They regard the non-continuous part of normal and depth buffer as edges.

Humans interact with each other without any device in their hands so it is natural for humans to interact with computers with their bare hands. For bare hand interaction, hands have to be detected. Many researchers including C. Hardenberg[15] detected hands using skin colors, but this approach failed whenever a background contained areas with color similar to skin colors. K. Oka[16] and other researchers detected hands based on body temperature captured by an infrared camera, which was quite expensive.

3. AUTOMATIC CONTENTS MANUFACTURING SYSTEM

The autonomous contents manufacturing system mainly consists of a contents-development engine and a contents authoring tool for 3D games and animations. (Figure 1)

3.1 Contents Development Engine (G3 Engine)

The Contents Development Engine is composed of a rendering engine, a physics engine, a special effects engine, an artificial intelligence engine, and a cartoon rendering engine. The engine scan creates realistic scenes from various effects created by its components.

3.1.1 Rendering Engine

In addition to creating realistic scenes, flexibility is taken into consideration when the rendering engine was developed. Contents developed for desktop computers can be easily ported to mobile devices with minor modifications. Multiple characters can share one animation, and the shapes of characters can be easily converted into other ones. Two tools are also developed to facilitate the content developing process. The data conversion tool can convert existing data so they can be used in the rendering engine, and the viewing tool can show data in scene graphs.

Shadows are needed for realistic scenes, but it
is difficult to create shadows in real-time, especially in mobile devices. Since flexibility is one of
the main concerns for developing the rendering en-
gine, soft shadows, hard shadows, and simple oval
shadows are implemented as shown in Figure 2 so
an appropriate shadow can be chosen for all
contents. Soft shadows can be implemented by
several methods. A shadow map [17] is used as
the base of the rendering engine.

3.1.2 Physics engine

A physics engine plays an essential role in pro-
ducing physical movements of the natural phe-
nomena in the contents. In the PC environment,
some commercial engines such as Havok [5] and
PhysX [6] are widely used to develop games.
Recently, several game engines which include sim-
ulation modules for physical phenomena have been
published [18]. "Epic Citadel" [19], which was pub-
lished via the iPhone App store in 2010, utilizes a
simulation module of Unreal Engine 3 [18] to im-
plement the physical motion of a flag. However,
the conventional mobile-based physics engines are
not mature yet. Moreover, physics engines that

![Fig. 2. Types of shadows (a) soft shadows (b) hard shadows (c) simple oval shadows.](image-url)
support a multi-platform environment including mobile devices are not common. So, we developed the cross-platform physics engine to work on PCs and mobile devices, and then integrated it into the G3 engine. Our physics engine enables one to simulate a box-shaped rigid body including collision handling in real-time. For adapting to a mobile environment, the engine focuses on minimization of computational cost rather than correctness of the simulation. Also, all modules of the G3 physics engine are implemented using standard C++ for maximizing the portability between PCs and mobiles. The current version of the physics engine is specialized to polygon-based primitive objects but the next version will support various geometry types.

3.1.3 Special effects engine

The special effects are used to improve realism and immersiveness of the contents as giving secondary effects. We utilize the special effects mainly in animating subjects such as characters. Our special effects engine is based on the particle system, which is computationally efficient and is scalable in any device - PCs or mobile devices. The special effects engine can easily generate natural phenomena (smoke, fire, snow, rain, etc.) with tweaking control parameters of the procedural functions. It also gives shading parameters to adjust transparency and textures. When rendering the particle effects, we use a billboard method which can set an arbitrary axis as well as the fixed Y-axis. Also, the rendering module supports (1) two-pass rendering for harmonizing the effects with background objects and (2) sprite-based animation for generating various effects only with several textures. Besides the particle module, we integrate a "shallow water simulation" module into the special effects engine for producing height field-based water wave motion. To render water surfaces, a GLSL shader of OpenGL 2.0 was developed.

3.1.4 AI Engine

AI modules for behavior determination have been developed to make the NPC (NonPlayer Character) adapt intelligently to given situations in computer games. NPCs can autonomously behave with behavior pattern recognition based on FSM (Finite State Machine). The genetic algorithm, fuzzy theory, neural networks, and machine learning will be applied to behavior determination of 1) an NPC's status such as its stamina, fatigue, and hunger, and 2) an NPC's characteristics such as age and personality.

3.1.5 Cartoon Rendering Engine

Cartoon rendering is a method that represents a 3D object using simple colors like a cartoon. This eliminates the super reality of a 3D object which is rendered by computer and flattens the color of an object[13]. As it makes a fancy image, cartoon rendering is being used widely in computer games.

In our system, we use a step function that converts the smooth intensity obtained using the Lambertian lighting into several steps. This method is similar to conventional cartoon shading that uses a 1D texture which consists of several steps of intensity. We get the color of an object \( c_t \) using the equation below in programable shaders.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\( c_t \)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  k_1 \times c, \quad \text{max}(I \cdot \vec{n}, 0) \leq t_1 \\
  k_2 \times c, \quad t_1 < \text{max}(I \cdot \vec{n}, 0) \leq t_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  k_{m-1} \times c, \quad t_{m-2} < \text{max}(I \cdot \vec{n}, 0) \leq t_{m-1} \\
  c, \quad \text{max}(I \cdot \vec{n}, 0) > t_{m-1} \\
  \end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

\( c \) is the color of an object, \( I \) is the light vector and \( \vec{n} \) is the normal vector of object surface. This equation makes intensities which consist of \( m \) steps. In this study, we use 3 steps and values.

\( k_1 = 0.3, k_2 = 0.6, t_1 = 0.3, t_2 = 0.6 \).

For more effective cartoon rendering, some methods which draw an outline are occasionally used [13,14]. We detect pixels on outline and render them using below equation in programable shaders.
\[ g(x) = \sum \frac{d(N(x)) - d(x)}{8} \]
\[ e(x) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } g(x) \geq s \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases} \]

\( d(x) \) is the depth on pixel \( x \), \( N(x) \) is neighbor pixels of pixel \( x \), \( \bar{l} \) is the light vector, and \( \bar{n} \) is normal vector on pixel \( x \). This method detects the pixels of which depth variation is bigger than threshold value, \( s \) into outline.

As this method is very simple and effectively makes cartoon-like scenes, it shows good performance in the mobile environment which has many limitations compared to the PC. Therefore this method is suitable for our system on the cross platform.

![Fig. 3. The result of our cartoon rendering engine.](image)

### 3.2 Resource-reuse Method

We developed a method for sharing resources in developing different contents. Resources such as characters, motion, and accessories are usually designed for a specific content, and require much effort if adapting them into developing a new content. Our method aims to reduce the effort. The method addresses two main issues: one is for retargeting the resources, and the other is for building a virtual directory for sharing.

#### 3.2.1 Retargeting the Resources

Our system mainly focuses on the reuse of the motion database. Motion data are generally actor-specific, which means adapting to a new character is not trivial; a simple mapping of the motion to a new character will cause artifacts in the resulting animation such as a foot sliding and penetrating into the ground. To provide an effective and efficient tool for novice users for handling the motion data, we developed an automatic rigging method, which enables the users to assign the skinning weight values by selecting a few key features in a character.

Given a surface model, the user picks 8 feature points on the model including the forehead, right/left wrists, right/left shoulders, right/left ankles, and pelvis. In practice, selecting these 8 feature points was not hard even to a novice user because of our interactive interface. Based on this annotation, we fit a pre-defined skeleton structure inside the given model by adjusting the position of the joints and the length of the links. Based on the proximity between a link of the skeleton and the given surface, we compute the skinning weight values of each vertex of the surface. Finally, inspired by the method of [20], the weight values are smoothed over the surface in order to avoid any undesired discontinuity in the resulting deformation when applying any motion data. Figure 4 illustrates the process of our automatic rigging method.

![Fig. 4. Process of automatic rigging method.](image)

### 3.3 Contents Authoring Tool

This contents authoring tool provides novices with the intuitive contents production concept.
This tool consists of essential functions, special effect production, and human motion generation for contents authoring.

3.3.1 The authoring tool for special effects

The authoring tool is essential to efficiently produce phenomena that have very high degrees of freedom like special effects. We designed the authoring tool for special effects by making reference to the user interface of the Unreal 3 editor [20]. The Unreal 3 editor can generate plenty of effects. However, it has too many controlling options and is too complicated even for professional artists. Our authoring tool for special effects (FX authoring tool) has only the essential functions to efficiently produce fire– and water–related effects. The first step for producing effects is to create a particle system object. The second step is to choose a billboard option according to the type of effects and to tweak the degree of transparency. The third step is to enable or disable sprite animation effects with controlling texture-coordinate options. The final step is to tweak the parameters related to time, color, and position of effects. The generated effects can be shared with Contents Factory by using scripts and the reference UI. Using script modules of the G3 engine, the special effects can be showed in the mobile environment, which has no FX authoring tool. Figure 5 shows a screen shot of our FX authoring tool based on GUI: the 3D view for FX (upper left), the particle system (upper right) and the attribute control (below).

Besides the GUI-based authoring tool, we provide a sketch interface tool for non–specialists. The sketch tool consists of the sketch recognition module and the effect manipulation module. In stage of sketch recognition, the "Improved Shortstraw" algorithm [8] is employed to detect corners of a sketch and the tokenization technique, which is proposed in "Motion Doodles" [9], is used to decide the type of effects – fire, smoke, explosion, or mushroom detonation. In stage of effects manipulation, sketch interaction is interpreted as manipulation of the characteristic curve of effects (Figure 6).

![Fig. 5. Authoring tool for special effects.](image)

Fig. 5. Authoring tool for special effects.

![Fig. 6. sketch interaction for special effects.](image)

Fig. 6. sketch interaction for special effects.

3.3.2 Tool for generating human motion (motion retargetting technique)

We provide an interactive tool for generating natural–looking human walking motion sequences. Given a trajectory of a character by using a mouse as an input device, a walking motion is generated on–the–fly which changes its speed and turning angle along with the given constraints. The key idea of this technique is to blend a set of motion clips that are different in their speed and trajectories from each other. Then, the motion generation is formulated as a problem of finding the blending weight values of the clips in order to satisfy the given goals. We employed the scattered data interpolation technique of [21] for computing the blending weights, in which both the example clips and the goal constraints are treated as the sample
points in the parameter space, and the weight values are computed based on the spatial relationships among them. This motion blending method enables us to achieve realism in the resulting motion as well as the efficiency in computing.

3.4 Vision-based Interfaces

Vision-based interfaces are developed to provide natural interactions with contents. Artificial markers are used for the interface since they can be recognized clearly from input images. An infrared camera is used for hand recognition-based interfaces since it is robust to illumination changes.

3.4.1 Marker recognition-based Interface

An interface based on the artificial marker recognition has been developed to provide more intuitive interaction to users. Artificial Markers have been designed so that they can be matched well with relevant characters and objects. Figure 7 presents artificial marker samples which have been designed similarly to real objects. Thanks to such similarity, users can easily select any markers that they want. Figure 8 presents an animation contents authoring using an interface based on marker recognition. Several markers perceived from several web-cams can be interpreted by an internal recognition module.

3.4.2 Hand recognition-based Interface

An interface based on hand recognition is developed to provide intuitive interaction to users. Infrared cameras can robustly recognize rays coming from monitors, so infrared cameras are used for the hand recognition-based interface. The motions of the user's hands on the monitor are recognized, and corresponding operations are executed. Two hands can be recognized in real time, and users can rotate, zoom, and select objects easily. The fluorescent lamp does not emit infrared radiation so the presented interface can be used in an indoor environment. However, the sun emits infrared radiation so a user has to block the sunlight coming from a window.

4. CONTENTS PRODUCTION RESULTS

Game contents called "Sejong (Univ.) Square" was produced in the contents factory including a main authoring environment with extra facilities. The game was developed by novices with 3D resources including 3D characters, backgrounds, and motions for 3D characters. Buildings, streets and
street lamps could be easily deployed on the square by using maker recognition based interfaces. By using the tool for generating human motion, non-player characters (NPCs) can get extra motion data from the main character for which most motions had been already produced. Due to the special effects engine, water, fire, lights of street lamps and fireworks are displayed.

A main character can be controlled so that it can go around the square to get a variety of situational experiences. Also, NPCs can adapt to unknown situations since they are endowed with artificial intelligence. Eventually, the game contents could be stored with a script format. Thus, the contents can be played on multi-platforms. Figure 9 presents a screen shot of the developed game contents.

![Fig. 9. User created contents.](image)

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new notion of "content factory" for the automatic manufacture of the digital content. In order to improve the efficiency of the manufacture, our system provided an integrated framework consisting of the four sub-tools: the content engine, the resource-reuse method, the content-creation method, and the interface method. Each of these tools is specifically and carefully designed to archive the common goal of providing an easy-to-use tool for every user for efficiently creating digital content. To prove the usefulness of our system, we developed several playable game contents by using the system.
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